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Who doesn’t want more beauty in their lives?  This month 

we meet Archangel Jophiel, the archangel of art and beauty.  

Her name means “beauty of God.”  She works with artists, 

creators of beauty  and all appreciators of beauty. 

Jophiel’s color is a deep rose pink and her associated crystals 

are dark pink such as pink rubellite. 

She is known as the feng shui angel who often wants to help 

us remove the clutter from our lives.  Invite Jophiel into your 

home to help you redecorate, do a spring cleaning or to 

change the energy in your space.  She says that as we rid 

ourselves of the old, we make way for the new.  By clearing 

your physical space, you are telling the universe you have 

room and you are open to receiving. 

Be sure to keep current with happenings at Angel Readings By 

Kelly.  Visit online at www.AngelReadingsByKelly.com 

Phone:  (303) 330-0565 

Email:  info@AngelReadingsByKelly.com 

Archangel Jophiel reminds us that our thoughts are 

critical in what we choose to experience.  She can help 

you beautify your thoughts so you can attract positive 

experiences.   All of the angels are consistent with the 

message that we get what we focus on, so keep it positive 

and uplifting.   

Rather than starting your day with a cup of coffee, make 

Jophiel part of your morning routine.  Before you get out 

of bed, call on Jophiel to help you experience beauty 

today and to help keep your thoughts bright and positive 

all day long.  Pay extra attention to any signs of Jophiel’s 

presence—you may notice objects of beauty and you’ll 

feel a lift in your general outlook.  By focusing on beauty, 

you’ll raise your personal vibration and be a magnet for 

positive energy and light. 

Stop and Smell the Roses With Archangel Jophiel 

If you’ve had a reading, you know just how overwhelming all 

your angels’ messages can be.  With so much information, 

it’s easy to forget important nuggets.  Angel Readings By 

Kelly now has the solution—recorded readings.   

Starting this month, when you have a phone or in-person 

reading with Kelly, you have the option of having the session 

recorded.  The file can be downloaded from a private, secure 

online location, or, for a small fee, you can receive a record-

ing of your reading on CD by mail.   

With a recording of your angels’ messages, you’ll have a last-

ing record of your readings.  Be sure to arrange for a sound 

recording the next time you schedule a reading with Kelly.  

With the fabulous October special, now is a great time to 

schedule your reading. 

Mountain Menagerie Hiatus 

For those of you who enjoy in-person readings from Kelly 

at Mountain Menagerie, please be aware that Kelly is 

currently on a hiatus from the store.  If you are in the 

northern central part of Ohio, Kelly can give you an in-

person reading or perform a space clearing.  Remote 

readings are still available with different payment 

options.  Stay tuned for more details about the length of 

the hiatus. 

All readings 

only $1.00 

per minute! 

Recorded Readings 


